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“If you want to improve the world, start by making people feel safer.”                                 

- Dr. Stephen Porges 

As trauma practitioners, understanding the dynamics of being excluded, hated, 

profiled, bullied and targeted - because of economic status, skin color, immigration 

status, sex/gender, sexual orientation and ability - is essential.  Racism, homophobia, 

sexism, ableism, classism and xenophobia are chronic traumas which require a larger 

somatic lens.    

There are many emerging paradigms from community leaders and somatic 

practitioners which help us center the marginalized experience within a historic and 

social context.  In this moment, we need more inclusive theory, practices and capacity 

to treat larger scale traumas and the burden they place on all people.  These are 

complicated traumas.  In our practice, in our communities and in our world, the 

human life-force is being both diluted and battered by prolonged cruel and unjust 

treatment.   As trauma healing practitioners, we must continue to bolster our 

understanding and cultivate practices that take into account people’s entire realities 

in the context of marginalization.   



An embodied framework of somatic practice with marginalized communities begins 

by understanding historical and traumatic context.   Making this context of 

marginalization visible translates into consciousness which can then inform our 

practice.   Informed context helps us understand actual power dynamics which are 

present in our treatment rooms and the chronic nature of social trauma.  It also offers 

tools for being a true ally to our clients who are navigating the economic, social, 

political and somatic complexities of marginalization.    

As we enlarge our scope of vision to see both trauma and its conditions, we can also 

begin to see our work within tectonic layers of a larger histories, momentums of 

inclusions and exclusions, and systems which value some people more than others.  

There is almost no one on this planet untouched by prejudice - whether victor or 

victim, or both.  Our job is to heal trauma from the ‘bottom-up’ in the body.  As 

practitioners it is imperative that we look directly at what is causing the most harm 

and use our best resources to address it, deeply and thoroughly.  

As we build new tools to interrupt the disassociation of humanities’ collective 

physiological overwhelm, we see on the horizon where the brilliance of somatic 

healing can intersect with the collective evolution.  This is the place where 

practitioners and community leaders are building conditions and strategies to shift 

our collective fear response towards new frontiers of embodied liberation and justice.   

Through our training in Somatic Experiencing, we hold in our hands tools of somatic 

revolution which can and will help the world build bridges towards more cooperation,  

safety and equality.  Somatic skills and capacity building are essential to this 



continued evolution of the nervous system; they help us have physiological choice 

towards humanity over fear, choosing we over they, choosing all over some.   

Imagine a world where every person is given the somatic education, tools and 

practices to build embodied capacities to tolerate fear (flight, fight and freeze 

responses) while staying connected to what makes us whole and intact, namely, each 

other.  We can artfully utilize somatic skills to interrupt us/them dynamics, renegotiate 

historic traumas based on stigmatization, and grow up our collective nervous system.   

Let’s explore neurobiological possibilities of embodied healing and liberation.  

Underneath all of the adaptations, survival habits and peripheral noise of modern life 

wisdom traditions, indigenous teachings and spiritual traditions remind us to keep 

coming back to the grand intelligence of this moment - the now and it’s inherent 

perfection.  Humans have constructed the ideas of making some people different for 

sake of power, control and fear.  Underneath all oppression is the very fact that this 

difference is made up.  It is untrue.  We go to great lengths and consequence to 

believe there is such a thing as a superior race, gender, class, or geography.  We have 

lost our way in coming to accept this in small and big ways.  The truth is that 

oppression is always based on a made-up classification that obscures the innate 

perfection and brilliance of each person, and overvalues some at the stigmatization 

and expense of others.  While it is essential to unpack the chronic social traumas of 

living in dominance cultures, I invite us to stay connected to the essence underneath 

the man-made systems which separate us.  We must hold the resilience that is always 

present and our greatest resource.  



Marginalization in Historical Context 

What does marginalized mean?  Marginalization is the process of pushing a particular 

group or groups of people to the edge of society or relegating them to a secondary 

position, thereby not allowing them an active voice, identity, or place in that society.  

Marginalized groups are the target of negative beliefs, behaviors, or judgements.  

Individuals and groups can be marginalized on the basis of multiple aspects of their 

identity, including but not limited to:  race, gender, sex, gender, ability, sexual 

orientation, socioeconomic status, age, and/or religion.  Examples of marginalization 

include:   

• Systemic and/or institutionalized barriers to access and support 

• Use of prejudicial derogatory language 

• Assuming someone’s accomplishments are not based on merit 

• Expecting individuals to act a certain way based on stereotypes held about 

another’s identity 

• Denying someone opportunities because of their identity or class status  

So, why are people marginalized?   Going way back, predators have been grazing on 

micro-organisms since at least 1,000 million years ago.  As predatory lifestyles 

evolved they became a strong evolutionary force.  Some of our survival story has it’s 

origins in the biological necessity of protecting, defending, and consumption of the 

other.   This 1,000 million year-old habit has now become problematic for humanity.   

The human nervous system evolved to to modulate behaviors of approach and 

avoidance to optimize the organism’s chances of survival and reproduction.  We know 

from Stephen Porges’ work that humans continued the lineage of engaging in a 

continual sensory process of “neuroception.”   This involves constant surveillance of 

inputs to gauge the levels of risk, threat, safety, and opportunity that will best serve 

the needs of survival and reproduction.   

http://tools.wmflabs.org/timescale/?Ma=1,000


Prejudice evolved in humans because at one time it helped us avoid real danger.  At 

its core, neural prejudice is an association of a sensory cue (e.g., a snake in the grass, 

the growling of a wolf) to an innate behavioral response (e.g., fight-and-flight).  In 

dangerous situations time is of the essence so human beings adapted unconscious 

mechanisms to respond quickly to visual cues our brains deem dangerous. The rub is 

that our brains have inherited the tendency to erroneously deem something 

dangerous when it is in fact benign. It is safer to make false-positive assumptions 

(avoid something that is good), than to make false-negative assumptions (not avoid 

something that is bad). 

For these survival reasons, our brains assess “in-group” (us) and “out-group” (them) 

membership within a fraction of a second.  What was once necessary for survival, has 

largely become a chronic splintering of the haves and have nots.  A person’s 

conditioning and socialization produce unconscious biases which imprint the 

amygdala with a vast array of prejudicial beliefs linked to categories of experience 

and types of people.  People are rapidly categorized as “like me” and “not like me.” 

Some of the first human aggression towards each other is marked around 200,000 

years ago, beginning with the emergence of sedentism - the practice of living in one 

place for a long time.  A prerequisite for the first agriculture to occur, sedentism’s 

social and economic conditions incentivized organized raiding of other settlements to 

gain resource and security.   It was adaptive for our ancestors to become attuned to 

those outside the group who posed threats to physical security, health or economic 

resources.   Groups perceived as posing threats to physical safety began to elicit fear 

and self-protective actions.  This is a classic collective example of the SE term ‘over 

coupling’.  The us/them dynamic was actually generated in part from our biology as a 



function of safety and protection.  What emerged, and continues to emerge, are 

cultures and systems which deem some as  superior, and others as inferior.  Because 

the very foundation of our survival is to stay as safe as possible and maintain 

homeostasis, it makes sense historically for groups to use a variety of means to 

achieve collective safety/security.  

Even though prejudice initially evolved in humans to help us avoid real danger, 

humanity crossed a dangerous line towards collective denigration when we started to 

generate our sense of safety based on exclusion, dehumanization and exploitation of 

the ‘other’.   Crossing this line is the crux of our somatic quandary and what it means 

to live with a hyper-vigilant reptilian brain stem.  We are wired to feel safe.  We want 

there to be enough.  The more primitive aspects of our neurobiology have been and 

continue to be in conflict with our rational desire and intention for a more peaceful 

world - where ‘us’ and ‘them’ can actually become ‘we’. 

Supremacism and its Manifestations 

Practitioners can better treat the social traumas of oppression when we are educated 

to understand ideologies of supremacy, how they operate, how we have internalized 

them and when we have learned practices to undo and heal from supremacy, both 

personally and with our clients.    

Prejudice emerged due to the implicit nature of how our nervous systems are wired to 

categorize sensory cues to behavioral responses.   Over time, prejudices which began 

as collective self-protection eventually morphed into my group is better than yours.  

Supremacism.   The underlying behavioral pattern of supremacism is domination over 

the other.  Ideologies emerged from the normalization of physiological practices of 

domination that reinforced supremacy.  Ideology then became encoded into systems, 



institutions, policies, and laws to uphold and enforce itself.   Supremacist systems 

always privilege particular classes of people and offer them advantages.  There is 

always an accompanying architecture of prejudice and marginalization.   These 

institutional dynamics of ideology - the distribution of power, privileges, and enforced 

control - then trickle down and become replicated in the way people treat each other.  

Colonialism is one example of this.  Colonialism is a political doctrine that consists of 

the occupation, political and economic control of a territory, partially or totally, by a 

foreign government.  Colonialism manifests in a number of practices which 

demonstrate a supremacist ideology, including: 

• Need for land to grow food that will enable the colonizer to support its inhabitants;  

• Need to expand the market for the goods it produces; 

• Desire to obtain raw material or ‘free’ labor with the lowest possible cost; and 

• Political, military and economic forces organize to occupy land and subjugation and 

force bodies and lives to become the property.    

Getting a grasp on the underlying forces of historic and economic supremacy is key 

to understanding the trauma of both marginalized and privileged populations.  Other 

examples of supremacist ideologies include: 

Imperialism: The policy, practice, or advocacy of extending the power and dominion 

of a nation especially by direct territorial acquisitions or by gaining indirect control 

over the political or economic life of other areas. 

Capitalism: An economic system characterized by private or corporate ownership 

of capital goods, investments determined by private decision, and prices, production, 

and the distribution of goods that are determined mainly by competition in a free 

market. 

Patriarchy: The control by men over women and children in all the important 

institutions of society. Men and boys and people across the gender spectrum also 

http://www.merriam-webster.com/netdict/capitalism#
http://www.merriam-webster.com/netdict/capital
http://www.merriam-webster.com/netdict/capitalism#


suffer from its rigid gender roles.  Examples include gender stereotypes, gender-

based discriminatory practices, the socialization of gender roles, etc.   

White supremacy:  Beliefs and ideas asserting the natural superiority of the lighter-

skinned, or “white,” human races over other racial groups.  White supremacy is the 

underlying foundation for injustices such as slavery, genocide and anti-immigration 

laws. 

Religious supremacy:  Beliefs, ideas and practices in which one religion believes it to 

be superior over all others.  An example is Christian hegemony which is the everyday, 

pervasive, and systematic set of Christian values and beliefs, individuals and 

institutions that dominate aspects of society through social, political, economic, and 

cultural power. 

Heteronormativity:  The belief that people fall into distinct and 

complementary genders (male and female) with natural roles in life.  Heterosexuality 

is assumed to be the only or normal sexual orientation, and sexual and marital 

relations are believed to be most (or only) fitting between people of opposite sex.   A 

heteronormative vantage point dictates alignment of biological sex, sexuality, gender 

identity and gender roles.  

On the graphic below, tactics of supremacy that create control and security are listed 

in ascending order by degree of extremity.  A supremacist ideology relies on most or 

all of these tactics to ensure systemic control of a mass of people.   

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gender
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Male
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Female
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Essentialism#Essentialism_and_society_and_politics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sexual_orientation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human_sexuality
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gender_identity
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gender_identity
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gender_role


  

(Pyramid of Hate, Anti-Defamation League) 

Privilege 

Privilege is a systematic structure that grants unearned benefits to people who fit into 

a specific social group.  With privilege comes bias.   Implicit bias is our brains' 

automatic processing of negative stereotypes about particular groups of people that 

have become embedded over time, often without our conscious awareness. 

Ideologies, systems, tactics of control, privilege and bias have become somatically 

over-coupled together over time.  The more somatic practitioners understand  



this systemic architecture of oppression, the more effective our work can be with 

marginalized clients. 

Examples of privilege:   

➤ White people are much less likely to be followed by police in neighborhoods, cars 

and stores. 

➤ In the U.S., white men are paid on average 20% more than white women and 37% 

more than black women. 

➤ Heterosexuals are free to walk down the street holding their partner’s hand 

without the threat of violence. 

➤ People with adequate health care who don’t have to worry as much about the cost 

visiting a doctor or the hospital in the case of medical emergency. 

➤ People who can worship their religion openly and without fear of violence and 

stigmatization 

Intersectionality is the intersecting systems of privilege and oppression. Privilege is 

when someone doesn't have to face an institutionalized form of oppression, and 

oppression is when they do have to face it.   People can be oppressed and privileged 

in many different ways. 

Within a framework of societal privileges and oppressions, cumulative forms of 

discrimination overlap, as people identify with several social categories 

that intersect to form their personal identity. Intersectionality, coined by civil rights 

advocate and professor of law Kimberlé Crenshaw, refers to this intersection of 

several identities as an identity unique and different than the sum of its parts. 



 

Somatically, privilege is unconsciously embedded, while also enforced and protected 

by larger systems.  The unconscious dependence on the security of privilege is part of 

its built-in defense.  We all have some privileges to various degrees, and most of us 

have some places where we are in the oppressed group.   Alexis McGill Johnson, 

director of the Perception Institute which runs racial bias workshops says, “Biases and 



privilege do not make us bad people — they actually make us human — and our job is 

to create capacity to unpack and take responsibility for them.  It's important for us to 

build in systems and practices that help us do that…It’s taken centuries for our brains 

to create these negative schemas about particular groups of people that have been 

marginalized in society…so it will take a really concerted, intentional effort to develop 

the counter-stereotypes that are required to move them out of our brains and replace 

them with others.” 

What does it take to address the architecture of marginalization?  It means working on 

many levels, including a willingness to look at one’s privilege and accepting humility. 

It means titration.  To confront your privilege, you must be willing to admit to 

benefiting from it.   For example, for men, confronting misogyny must begin with 

being willing to admit to participating in sexism (often unconsciously) and benefiting 

from patriarchy. 

In this process there can be a phenomenon of fragility which accompanies 

addressing privilege.  In her article on White Fragility, Robin DiAngelo notes that even 

a minimum amount of talking about privilege can be intolerable and triggers a range 

of defensive moves.   She explains how “most privileged people live in a social 

environment that insulates them from this type of stress due to their privilege as part 

of the cultural majority. Privileged people are infrequently challenged and have less 

tolerance to this stress, causing them to be hostile, guilty, defensive, or fearful when 

confronted.  In the end, fragility ensures that conversations about privilege and power 

are derailed, and the status quo of supremacy is upheld.”  Building somatic capacities 

in this regard is essential to truly upending supremacy culture. 

https://libjournal.uncg.edu/ijcp/article/viewFile/249/116


Addressing the trauma of oppression asks us to understand more about how the daily 

barrage and stress of marginalization is inescapable.   Because of the overarching 

structural and historic momentum of oppression, people in less privileged groups are 

navigating unavoidable attack on a daily basis.   There is a chronic assault on people’s 

sense of safety and the right to exist in the world.  Folks who are enduring chronic 

social and economic traumas are contending with a lot, inside and out.   Typical 

impacts of marginalization are: anger, anxiety, paranoia, fear, depression, self-blame, 

sadness, frustration, hopelessness, resentment, powerlessness, self-doubt, isolation, 

stress, confusion, feeling invisible or not heard and never feeling safe.   

 There is a paradox with folks at the margins being stuck in fight/flight/freeze 

responses.    In SE we typically work to get clients out of freeze towards regulation.  

With oppression the threat doesn’t stop, so the transition out of freeze, fight and flight 

is more complicated.  We need to build new and more resilient capacities for 

managing the inevitable chronic disregulation that results from non-stop systemic 

oppression. 

Having even a small understanding of the historical, intergenerational or systemic 

context a client is navigating can offer an expanded sense of attunement.  A different 

quality of therapeutic work can take place.   This type of practitioner consciousness 

and acknowledgment of how oppression is impacting a client’s life allows for 

significant insights and a relational understanding of reality which builds trust. 

This contextual and more liberation-based practice of somatic attunement dismantles 

habituated power dynamics between practitioner and client. It includes: 

1. Uncoupling beliefs and somatic reactivity from prejudice, discrimination 

and social conditioning; 



2. Building capacities to metabolize accumulated survival energy of chronic 

fear, fight, flight and freeze and incomplete protective and threat 

responses; 

3. Identifying how the client is managing chronic marginalization and threat 

through social engagement strategies; 

4. Tracking what types of demand marginalization puts on the client’s system; 

and  

5. Exploring less demanding options. 

Somatic Strategies 

In the face of chronic inescapable attack, basic survival responses are central aspects 

of marginalized people’s daily experience.   As trauma management strategies, each 

has its own resiliency skills and consequences, like opposite sides of a coin. 

Tend-and-befriend is a strategy that reduces risk of harm by attempting to connect.   

Its response is characterized by befriending those in times of stress to increase the 

likelihood of survival. For marginalized communities, strong social savvy, politeness, 

niceness, and accommodation are very useful strategies in environments rampant 

with implicit bias and potential threat.  These skills build a expansive tool box of social 

engagement strategies which generate increased safety (albeit temporary) within a 

social environment full of threat cues.  Relying heavily on this response can lead to a 

majority of connectivity with others coming from a sense of danger, impending threat 

and/or internalized fear.  Another significant consequence is when marginalized 



people tend to the emotional safety of others as a way to stay safe oneself.  It’s a great 

strategy, but can also become quickly habitual and exhausting.  

Flight is initiated when the perceived magnitude of the threat is such that fighting 

seems unlikely to succeed, when fighting has failed, or when the threat is non-specific 

enough that direct confrontation is unavailable.   This can look like getting away or 

going far inward.   

Flight is a complex strategy for dealing with oppression because of how pervasively it 

it embedded into systems and therefore the daily experience of marginalized 

populations.  The resiliency skills which are developed by default through chronic 

vigilance and adept flight include extreme perception of others, attuned and strategic 

navigation of activating situations with choice, and being masterful at hiding and 

blending in.  Safety is often found in gathering with like community in separate spaces 

away from threat.    

The consequences of becoming stuck in the flight response is the inability to relax or 

rest, or to be frozen in hyper vigilance because of the daily onslaught of prejudice 

and discrimination.  An avoidance of public spaces can become the norm and 

disconnection from others can become more and more prevalent over time.  This can 

often lead to shame, a sense of failure or even self-betrayal.   

Fight is the defensive response initiated in situations that call for aggression, or when 

it seems necessary or possible to overcome a threat directly.   Fight is also a 

complicated survival strategy for dealing with oppression.  Because the opponent has 

structural forces behind them, the retaliation and backlash are often worse than the 

initial confrontation.  The fight response takes a lot of savvy to help support and 



unpack.   The link between rage and powerlessness is usually quite strong.   In SE, we 

attempt to tease them apart by bringing the fight response out slowly and in a titrated 

way — bit by bit, or chunking down, so that the anger can feel strong, safe and 

empowering to the client as it gradually discharges and uncouples.  This is often a 

complex process because of the chronic potency of rage in a body that has been 

regularly marginalized. 

Accessing and practicing the fight reflex as a response to oppression is often a 

healthy sign of self-agency and strength.  It indicates an active and mobilized 

resilience and life-force energy to protest, to fight against, to rise up and to push for 

change.  The flip-side is becoming stuck in the high intensity chronic anger, 

aggression and rage, which can lead to massive fatigue, exhaustion, violence and 

decreased capacity to socially connect. 

The worst thing about that kind of prejudice... is that while you feel hurt and 

angry and all the rest of it, it feeds your self-doubt. You start thinking, perhaps I 

am not good enough.            - Nina Simone 

Freeze equals no place to go and shut down.  Systemic and interpersonal prejudice 

often means no place to hide and forces too big to fight.  Whether it’s not being able 

to pay for basic needs, racialized profiling, religious persecution or sexism in the 

workplace - the realities which push folks over physiological threshold are relentless.   

The average baseline of marginalized communities contains epic amounts of bound 

activation managed by the freeze response.  This then gets compounded by 

internalized oppression, the somatic and psychological mechanism within an 

oppressive system that perpetuates domination by building subservience into the 



minds of the oppressed groups.  The effects of internalized oppression consist of self-

hatred, feelings of inferiority, resignation, isolation, and powerlessness.   

The freeze response is a brilliant physiological negotiation of the unmanageable.  It is 

the last ditch effort at survival and helps marginalized communities tolerate 

unthinkable abuse.  It is also survival at a level which steals away people’s life force, 

their will to live and fundamental right to be alive.  Its consequences can be shut 

down, chronic addiction as a tool for management, withdrawal or pain. 

Strategies and Solutions 

If you have come here to help me, you are wasting your time. But if you have come 

because your liberation is bound up with mine, then let us work together.    

— Lilla Watson, Gangulu activist, Australia   

As practitioners who know how to work with the nuances of the nervous system we 

can be at the frontier of collective peace and liberation work.  We have made great 

strides and there is a long way to go.   We must be educational midwives helping to 

expand neuro-capacities to break the habit of us/them and build capacities of all. 

Joining, empathically and with resolute authenticity, is a doorway to collective 

liberation.  Our acknowledgment of interconnectedness and dedication to healing 

trauma, must mean we are also interested in dismantling systems that generate so 

much of that trauma. 

The journey to personal healing is not complete without addressing 



cultural healing as we are all part of the cultural soma. 

                                                                - Tada Hazumi, Somatic Educator 

What would be different if we believed and acted as if our liberation was bound with 

our clients?  I’m talking about a quality of caring which says, “we are in this together” 

and really meaning it.  In therapeutic trauma work, we can no longer perpetuate the 

chasm of privilege and the false notion of separation between practitioner and client 

fates.  We stand on the same earth and are often from communities living right next to 

each other.  Within a container of thoughtful ethics and appropriate boundaries I 

implore us to begin exploring a measured balance of overlapping liberation between 

client and practitioner, so that the therapeutic alliance can flourish with an honest 

intersection of shared humanity.  

Attunement is our ability to be present to, and with, another’s expression of their 

experience.  It is about resonance, connection and deep listening in a moment to 

moment way.  Adding a liberatory lens and quality to how we attune with our clients is 

a necessary step towards working successfully with marginalized clients.  This is part 

of where our work lies.  Our client’s (and our own) ventral system can work in our 

favor, towards our shared liberation.  By identifying and nurturing the connection 

between our liberation and that of the people we work with, we begin to address the 

complexities and impacts of power and privilege.  This begins to offer ‘co-regulation’ 

on an entirely new level, one in which therapeutic resonance is infused with more 

conscious understanding and capacity. That offers greater therapeutic and alignment 

towards treating injustice.    

Liberatory Attunement 



Liberatory attunement recognizes that treating trauma is contextual and 

interconnected.  When we treat trauma, we are treating many levels all at once.  We 

take into consideration historical, intergenerational, developmental and single 

incident trauma. 

Dr. Stephen Porges says that safety and security are the underpinnings of resilience 

and are key in supporting the capacity for self regulation.  There is a great deal of 

evidence that shows how empathy and attunement are among the most 

demonstrably effective elements of the therapeutic relationship.  Having a more solid 

grasp on the somatic map of oppression outlined above can illuminate more of 

people’s realities, reduce shame about those realities and offer understanding which 

bolsters resilience while working through activation.   

Liberatory attunement is the dynamic relational awareness and practices between 

practitioner and client which result in an authentic client experience of embodied 

empowerment, healing and shared liberation.  Here are some ways to begin 

cultivating this in your own practice: 

1. Do your own healing work regarding impacts of superiority/inferiority. 

2. Understand client’s historical, economic and social context as much as their 

symptoms. 

3. Illuminate the resilience, strength and creativity of people’s survival 

strategies. 

4. Practice awareness of privilege & power dynamics; notice what is in the 

room. 

5. Build capacity to acknowledge, dialogue with and work pro-actively with 

the power dynamics 



6. Commit to ongoing education and systems change 

7. Support renegotiation of bound activation of chronic oppression 

The final call is make oppression-informed somatic education available to 

communities who typically do not have access.  We can do this is through sliding 

scales in private practice, low cost community education, scholarship funds to train up 

marginalized practitioners and getting more diverse teachers into somatic teaching 

positions.  Getting somatic education and skills into marginalized communities is 

necessary because people already feel some semblance of safety there.  We know 

people report feeling significantly safer if they can see a practitioner or teacher from 

within their own group versus those who represent dominant groups.   

Somatic education in marginalized communities will help: 

➤ Increase collective understanding of seen and unseen impacts of stress; 

➤ Normalize the complex bind of competing survival responses; 

➤ Uncouple shame from depression, anxiety and other symptoms of chronic 
reactivity and disregulation; 

➤ Generate new and ongoing strategies for metabolizing unprocessed survival 
energy; and 

➤ Inform and support emerging strategies of organizing, protest, advocacy and 
social change work. 


